Belief updating in depression is not related to increased sensitivity to unexpectedly negative information.
People with depression differ from healthy people in the extent to which they use novel positive information to adjust negative expectations. In this study, we examined whether the two groups also differ in updating positive expectations after receiving unexpectedly negative information. Examining 76 people with depressive symptoms and 81 healthy controls, we used an adapted version of a previously validated paradigm. After the initial establishment of positive performance expectations, participants worked on the TEMINT performance test, whereupon half of the participants received standardized feedback that confirmed previous positive expectations while the other half received disconfirming negative feedback. Subsequently, participants' performance expectations were assessed again. Additionally, we assessed participants' appraisal of the feedback, particularly whether they tended to disregard it. Results indicated that healthy subjects had overall more positive expectations than people with depressive symptoms, but the two samples did not differ in updating their expectations: both groups changed their expectations in a negative direction after receiving negative feedback; similarly, there were no differences between the two samples after receiving confirmatory positive feedback. Both people with and without depressive symptoms were more likely to disregard the feedback received if the feedback was negative, and such a negative appraisal of the feedback was associated with smaller expectation update. In combination with prior work, the current findings suggest that people with depressive symptoms do not over-sensitively react to unexpectedly negative information; rather, the main problem of depression seems to be the integration of novel positive information, as shown previously.